PREVIOUSLY APPROVED TRANSFER CREDIT COURSES

PURPOSE
This spreadsheet allows students, faculty, and staff to see what courses have previously been pre-approved for students participating in affiliate provider and exchange programs. The spreadsheet illustrates some courses and credits you may be able to take abroad or it can be a source to browse past education abroad experiences Texas A&M students have undergone.

INFORMATION INCLUDED
The document includes the following information regarding the student who participated in the given experience:

- College of Program Participant
- Major of Program Participant
- Approved Course/Degree Area at A&M
- Host University/ Provider Course #
- Host University/ Provider Course Title
- Program Name
- Program Link
- Location
- University that Issued Transcript
- Approval Year
- Program Type

HOW TO SEARCH
1- Open the spreadsheet in Google Sheets
2- Click the filter icon in the top left corner of the document as seen below
3- In the drop-down column select ‘Create New Temporary Filter View’
4- Sort and filter the document by clicking the three lines in the right corner of each column
5- While in the drop-down column of the three lines you can search for certain words or check/uncheck what items you want to see at the bottom of the drop-down.
6- To close your filter view or sort by another column, click ‘X’ at the top right.

Or click this link for a brief video tutorial.

CLICK HERE FOR THE DOCUMENT

DISCLAIMERS
This document includes information for affiliate providers from 2018 to current and exchanges from 2015 to current. Exact data cannot be guaranteed due to the legibility of forms and possible course changes from programs. This document serves as a guide, not a guarantee that the same course will be approved the same way for each student. Please consult an academic advisor.